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Abstract 

This essay commences with the examination of the original language 

of the Old Testament. It further surveys some of the characteristics 

of the Old Testament languages as well as identity some literary 

forms in the Old Testament and finally, it will discuss at least two 

literary forms in the Old Testament and concludes with wisdom 

literature, summary and conclusion. 

 

Introduction: 

The Bible is a popular Book which today, is translated into many languages. 

Such languages include; Greek, English, German and some Nigerian 

languages like Yoruba, Igbo, Ijaw, Edo, Efik, Ibibio, Idoma and lately 

Hausa. However, the people of the Old Testament spoke neither English 

nor any of these Nigerian Languages. The Old Testament was therefore 

written in the language which the Old Testament people read and spoke. 

Similarly, the Old Testament was written in the literary forms familiar to 

the people of that age. Our Bible comes in two parts, namely the Old 

Testament and the New Testament. But at the time the Old Testament was 

written, the New Testament had not be written. We may then ask: what was 

the original language of the Old Testament? When the Old Testament was 

originally collected and written, what were its literary forms? 

The Old Testament Bible is made up of about 98% of the Hebrew language. 

Hebrew is a Semitic language written from the left to the right. It comes 
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from the same family of languages and shares many common words with 

Arabic language. Gorman, M. (2008). 

In the Bible times, Hebrew was written with only twenty-two different 

consonants without any break between the letters even at the end of a line. 

The vowels were either memorized or filled in from the context. A sample 

would look something like this: THLRSSMSHPHRDSHLLNTWNT (“the 

Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want”). Aloo, M. (2015). 

While the Old Testament Bible is made up of only about 2% of Aramaic 

Language. Aramaic was a dialect that was derived from Hebrew, 

Phoenician and other Semitic languages. It was spoken by many of the 

people in Palestine and replaced Hebrew as the common language of the 

Jews of the later inter-testament period. It was probably the language Jesus 

spoke at home. 

Although the differences were greater, Aramaic was to Hebrew what 

Pidgin English is to English. It used the same alphabet, similar grammar 

and lot of the same vocabulary. If one could speak Hebrew, he could 

understand at least some Aramaic. Mckim, D. (2007). 

About half of the book of Daniel (Chapter 2-7) was written in Aramaic. Also 

about three chapters of Ezra (4:8 -6:18; 7:12-26) and one verse in Jeremiah 

(10:11) were written in Aramaic. There are also additional Aramaic 

expressions found both in the Old and New Testaments. 

 

The Language of the Old Testament 

Most of the Old Testament was originally written in Hebrew. The rest was 

written in Aramaic. The two languages were used in those days by the 

inhabitants of the present day Iraq, Syria, Jordan, Israel, Lebanon and the 

Arabians Peninsular. Hebrew and Aramaic languages were used in all the 

lands west of Babylon and Assyria. In the period of the monarchy (10th – 6th 

Centuries B.C.), Israelites spoke and wrote in Hebrew. (Rowley, 1976). 

Old Testament works produced before the exile were in Hebrew. The 

Babylonia exile quickened the colouring of the Hebrew language with 

Aramaic; this means that Old Testament books written before the exile were 
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written in Hebrew, while Aramaic was used for those written after the exile. 

(Rowley, 1978). 

According to Greenberg (1962) Aramaic texts in the Old Testament include 

two words at Genesis 31:47, a verse at Jeremiah 10:11; Ezra 4:8-6:18; 7:12-26, 

and Daniel 2:46 – 7:28. Apart from these texts, and sporadic instances of an 

occasional Aramaic word here and there, the rest of the Old Testament is 

written in Hebrew.  

The Old Testament has a three-fold division into the Pentateuch, prophets 

and writings. The Hebrew names of these three sections respectively are; 

Torah (law), Nebiim (prophets) and kethubim (writings). By adding vowels to 

the initial letters of the three words, i.e. TNK, we produce the single word 

Tanak or Tanack. Thus, it is the name given to the Hebrew Old Testament. 

Torah (Law) is made up of all the books from Genesis to Deuteronomy. 

Nebiim (Prophets) comprises the books from Joshua to 2 Kings. Kethubim 

(Writings) are made up of the rest of the books of the Old Testament 

arranged as follows: 

a) Poetic Writings – Psalms, Proverbs and Job 

b) Festival Scrolls – Songs of Solomon, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes 

and Esther 

c) The Historical Collection – Chronicles, Ezra and Nehemiah  

d) Apocalyptic – Daniel  

According to Stacey (1979), the Greek Old Testament translated for the 

Greek speaking Jews is called the Septuagint (LXX). It is believed that this 

translation was done by seventy Jewish scribes in Egypt. For orthodox Jews, 

the Old Testament written in Hebrew and Aramaic remains authentic. The 

English Revised Standard Version (RSV) which is presented for the most 

examinations is translated on the outline of the original Hebrew and 

Aramaic Old Testament. Palmer, T. (2013). 

 

Characteristics ff Hebrew and Aramaic Languages 

These two Old Testament Languages differ from the language we speak or 

write.    
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The following characteristics distinguish the two languages: 

a) All their letters are consonants: b g d h w … 

b) Vowels are made up of dots and dashes written inside, above and 

below the consonants. Some of the vowels are: 

c) Writing is from right to left e.g. 

d) The same letter appears in two different forms even within a single 

word. 

e.g. 

I.  M= 

II.  P= 

III.  K= 

 

Literary Types of the Old Testament 

According to Soggin (1980), there are many literary forms in the Old 

Testament. They include; myth, legend, saga, other stories, genealogies and 

lists, history, secular and cult songs, prophetic oracles, apocalyptic visions 

and wisdom. The literary forms are stated below: 

a) Myth is a common language especially in the study of religion. In 

ordinary usage it may mean a rumour, an unfounded story, impressive but 

false story, extra-ordinary story etc. In religion it has a technical (special) 

meaning. The religious myth has the following features: 

i. It is a story representing events that keep on recurring in the 

experience of men, for example, the cycle of the year, the seasonal 

appearance of flowers, eclipse of the sun etc. 

ii. The story is staged outside time and space, often in the world of 

spirits. 

iii. It is dramatized or recited in worship at shrines. Currid, J. (2006). 

Myths were common all over the ancient Near East. The ancient Hebrews 

were familiar with the myths. The Hebrews borrowed the myths of their 

faith or belief in one God Almighty. In this way, they borrowed the myths 

in Genesis 1–2 from the Babylonian creation epic called Enuma Elish. Other 
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stories in Genesis 3:11-26 are myth borrowed and adopted though few 

could have originated from Israel. The important point is that the myths in 

Genesis 1:11-26, stress the Hebrew faith in Yahweh. The Old Testament 

myths are not rumours or false stories. They have the form of stories dealing 

with the sovereignty of Yahweh and his dealings with his people. (Soggin, 

1980). 

b) Legends are also used commonly to mean unreliable stories. But the 

Old Testament uses legends in a different (special) way. In Old Testament, 

the legends are narratives that are rooted in the world of men. They concern 

human beings in a real but distant past and often in a known geographical 

area. The Old Testament Legends have historical (core or Nucleus) basis. 

They explain some features of the present life, often by recounting how they 

came into being. The legends affirm present beliefs and values. There are 

no generally accepted distinctions between Old Testament legends and 

saga. In any case, legends have especially religious significance, while saga 

deals with the ordinary. Bethel for example, depends on Jacob’s ladder 

(Genesis 28:10-22). Gilgal depends on the story of Joshua’s setting up of 

memorial stones (Joshua 4:20-24). There are no less than three legends 

relating to circumcision (Genesis 17; Exodus 4 and Joshua 7), some stories 

of great religious leader like Samuel, Elijah could be considered here. In 

legends, historical elements are sometimes mixed with moral and 

theological teachings. (Greenberg, 1962). 

c) Saga is a long narrative with historical nucleus. Legends and sagas 

have identical meanings. But while legends have specific religious 

connotations, saga has not. The Sodom narrative is an etiological (story 

given reason) explanation of saline formation around the Dead Sea (Genesis 

19). The story of Cain and Abel in Genesis 4 has to do with two different 

ways of life. Abel stands for semi-nomadic life while Cain stands for settled 

life. Israel’s relationship with the Ishmaelite’s is explained with the story of 

Abraham and his two wives Genesis 16. Other sagas tell of tribal heroes like 

Ehud, Gideon, Deborah and David.  
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d) Other Stories: There are other stories that do not fit into any of the 

categories so far mentioned. Various attempts have been made to classify 

them such as fables, fairy tales and fiction. They are really stories larger than 

life but lack the dignity of the legends. For example, the accounts of 

Sampson’s exploits in Judges 15:1-16:3 are exciting.  

Fables are moral tales in which animals and plants are chief actors. The 

parable of Jotham in Judges 9:8-15 and Jehoash’s message to Anazziah in 2 

Kings 14:9 are the only exceptions. There are magical elements as in the 

story of Moses miraculous staff (Exodus 4) Elijah’s mantle (2 Kings 2:8) and 

Elisha’s unique powers. (Rowley, 1976).  

e) History: Much of the Old Testament reads like history: You have 

been told some of these stories under saga and legend. In the period of the 

Kings (Monarchy) a new style of writing came into being. That was the 

work of court scribes or recorders. This new kind of writing prompted an 

official record of important events like the acts of Solomon in 1 Kings 11. It 

is possible that the account of building and dedication of the Temple (1 

Kings 6 – 8) come from such records.  

The difference between history, legend and saga is significant. History is 

more reliable since it depends on known sources. It has its own weakness 

like bias, but it is a more advanced form of writing than saga and legends. 

The earliest piece of history in the Old Testament is the succession narrative 

in 2 Kings 9-20. The author was probably an eye witness and his interests 

were political rather than religious. Its purpose is to validate Solomon’s 

succession to the throne (see 1 Samuel 16:14-2, Samuel 5:25). The Book of 

Joshua, Judges, Samuel and Kings, seem to be historical. There is a similar 

record in 1 and 2 Chronicles. Roland, K. (1969).  

f) Law: Every society has its law meant to regulate affairs. Some laws 

are meant to check evil and wickedness, protect the weak, poor and the 

widow. In Israel, there are laws dealing with personal injuries, theft, and 

damage to property, marriage and family life. Some of these were borrowed 

from the Canaanites and adopted to suit Israelite belief in Yahweh. These 
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are the Old Testament Laws that are conditional. Examples of this type of 

law are in Exodus 21: Deuteronomy 15:12-18; 22:13-29. Laws of this kind 

were built up on the basis of past experiences. They were administered by 

the elders of the tribes at the city gate. A. Alt calls this type of law casuistic 

law.  The same Alt identifies what he called the apodictic law. This type of 

law is unconditional. Such laws are set out in short and straight-forward 

commands:  

Thou shalt not steal, Remember the Sabbath day…, Honour thy Mother and 

father… some are in curse form e.g. Cursed be he, who… Example of this 

type of law could be seen in Exodus 20:2-17; 21:15; Leviticus 18:7-17; 

Deuteronomy 27:15-26. They are expressed in series of short commands of 

ten or twelve. These series were recited periodically at the sanctuaries to 

help the Israelites renew their promises under covenant. There is a third 

category of laws dealing with priestly-duties, clean and unclean. In early 

days these laws were short and simple; but by the time the Old Testament 

was compiled, they had become longer and complicated. We find such laws 

as priestly laws in Deuteronomy 14; Ezekiel 40-48; Leviticus is mainly a 

Book of the priestly law, especially chapters 17-26, usually called the 

Holiness Law. (Stacey, 1979).  

g) Secular Songs: The Israelites liked singing especially during 

festivals, marriage, harvests and even at work in the fields. There are few 

examples of these in Old Testament; and much of what have come down 

are in the religious context. Numbers 21:17, for example, was formally a 

work song but has come down in religious tone, other examples of secular 

songs are Mariam’s song (Exodus 15:21), women’s Song in 1st Samuel 18:7; 

The Song of Deborah in Judges 5 belongs to this type. The song of Songs 

was originally a collection of love Songs, but owes its inclusion in the Old 

Testament to its interpretation in terms of Yahweh’s relationship with 

Israel. The best examples of Secular Songs in Old Testament are the Psalms 

(the Psalter) which have been adopted for religious functions. The Royal 
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wedding song (Psalm 45) escaped the process of adaptation. Driver, S.R. 

(1905). 

h) Cult Song: Songs taken from cultic setting are to be found here and 

there in the prophetic books (Jeremiah 14:7-9 19-22). The Psalms provide 

many of them. There are songs of Praise to be sung at festivals (Psalms 145-

150 there are individual thanksgiving songs (Psalms 30, 92, 116, 118 and 

communal laments (Psalms 44, 74, 79, 80 and 83). The most is the individual 

lament (Psalms 3, 5, 6, 17 etc.) Eugene (1966).   

There is a large number of royal Psalms linked with various occasions in 

King’s life as marriage, coronation and battle (Psalms 2, 18, 20, 21, 45, 101, 

110-132). There are the Songs of Zion (46, 48, 76-87) and the enthronement 

Psalms (47, 93, 96-99).  

i) The Prophetic Oracles: Few of the oracles came from the lips of the 

prophets whose names the prophetic books bear. The book of Amos 

provides some of the best examples of short, direct oracles of which the 

prophetic books are made. Few of the oracles were written down at the time 

of their utterance. These utterances were remembered, passed on and later 

collected by the disciples of the prophets.  

Then the collection were edited into books. In this case, you should regard 

a small book of visions found in Amos 7. 1-8, 8:1- 2, 9:1-4, and at least one 

collection of sayings passed down in chapters 1-6 as originally independent 

collections whose nucleus (core) could be traced to Amos. The report in the 

third person (Amos 7:10-14) must be a later addition by disciples working 

with Amos’ ideas. Merrill (1981).  

At this stage you are not required to analyse the prophetic works. You 

should however note that all the prophetic books contain: the original 

oracles of the prophets themselves. Additions to their oracles are either by 

their disciples or by a group of biblical historians called the 

Deuteronomists.  

j) Apocalyptic Visions: An Apocalyptic is sometimes regarded as a 

successor to the prophet. The word apocalypse means revelation, Strictly 
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speaking, Daniel 7-8 and Zechariah 9-14 apocalypses in the Old Testament 

are Apocalyptic written and not uttered. It claimed to recount the details of 

the visions concerned with approaching crisis and the end of the world. 

k)  Geneanologies And Lists: The Old Testament preserves list of 

nations, cities and persons. The genealogies are very important. They stress 

the deep sense of national unity in Israel. Mc Cain (2002) 

There is a census in Numbers Chapter 1, another in Numbers 26. 1 

Chronicles attempts to give a complete genealogy of Israel from Adam to 

Saul. Ezra Chapter 2 as a list of those who returned from exile. Nehemiah 

chapter 3 has a list of those who helped to repair the wall.  

l) Wisdom Literature: Outside Israel, the spirit of this literary form is 

anthropocentric. In Old Testament it is not only anthropocentric, but also 

theocentric by adaptation. Two types of wisdom are viz; prudential 

wisdom and reflective wisdom. The one which comes in form of pity 

sayings, parables riddles, prohibitions and pieces of advice is known as 

prudential wisdom. The book of proverb is a good example. Reflective 

wisdom considers the anomalies, contradictions, and discrepancies in life 

as if it appears to question God. The book of job probes the issue of innocent 

suffering as a good example. Stuart, D. (2001).  

Summary/Conclusion:  

- The Old Testament was originally written in two languages; 

- The two languages are Hebrew and Aramaic; 

- The two languages are different, in many ways, from the languages we 

speak and write today; 

- There are many literary forms in the Old Testament  

- The literary types include: myth, legend, saga, prophetic oracles, secular 

and cultic songs, apocalyptic vision, law and wisdom.   
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